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TransportControl Installation Guide 

 
System Overview 
TransportControl is a software that is specialized in controlling Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) in an industrial 

environment. TransportControl is no executable application on its own, but a package of Java servlets ready to be hosted 

by a Java servlet container or application server. Technically it most likely represents a web application with a core that 

starts up together with its hosting service. For more details, please see the chart displayed on the last page of this 

document. 

 

FOSS List 
The following free and open- source software (FOSS) packages are used in TransportControl: 

 

Product name Version Homepage License TransportControl usage 

H2 Database 1.4.197 www.h2database.com MPL 2.0 [optional] embedded 

production database 

Gson 2.8.6 https://github.com/google/gson  Apache License 2.0 JSON serialization / 

deserialisation 

 

System Requirements 
SERVER HARDWARE 

 CPU and memory requirements depend on the use case / project. 

• Systems in use ranges from Raspberry Pi to high availability solutions with Intel Xeon Gold CPU. 

• Number of route segments, AGVs and their transport jobs are main performance consumers. 

• TransportControl has no hard limits regarding the numbers above. 

• Multithreading support increases performance. 

 Some space for the database wherever it is located, exact values depend on the project. 

• Size of database in small projects is under 1 MB. 

• Size of database in large projects is about 10 MB. 

• Size is not growing because database is for resource persistence, not for history data. 

 A maximum of 1 GB of local hard disk space for logfiles, more details here. 

 

SERVER SOFTWARE 

 Java Runtime Environment 8 that is certified as compatible with the Java SE standard. 

Our recommendation: Amazon Corretto 8 

 Java web container that supports Java Servlet 3.1 specification (JSR 340) or higher 

Our recommendation: Apache Tomcat 9 

 Any operating system that supports both packages above. 

 

 

 

http://www.h2database.com/
https://github.com/google/gson
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BROWSER UI 

 A modern web browser in a current version 

• Browsers with blink engine works best, we recommend Google Chrome. 

• Firefox delivers full functionality with minor stylistic issues. 

• IE11 does not support all features but allows normal work after commissioning phase. 

 

NETWORK 

 Full WLAN coverage in the operating area of the AGVs 

 For most AGV types: fixed server address 

 Infrastructure that supports WebSocket connections 

 Low-delay data throughput, standard communication frequency of TransportControl is 10 Hz. 

 Permanently open UDP and TCP ports, for more details please ask for a project specific communication 

structure chart. 

 

System Preparation 
Please refer to the manual of the chosen servlet container or application server for general setup information. 

TransportControl runs with the default configuration of common servlet containers after installation, so no universally 

applicable mandatory configuration steps can be listed here. Additional modules or packages of a Java EE application server 

in comparison with a plain servlet container should be deactivated because TransportControl does not need any of them. 

Regarding security settings please follow your organization’s policies. 

 

FIREWALL SETTINGS 

TransportControl includes a UDP server to communicate with the AGVs. Each AGV will send telegrams from its own address 

to the server, while TransportControl uses a single UDP port (configurable, default 2222) for outgoing telegrams. Please ask 

for a project specific communication structure chart and set your firewall rules carefully. 

 

ATTENTION: If no target shows up inside TransportControl (see browser UI or server logs), one can safely assume that 

there is a network or firewall problem. Tools like Wireshark listen to telegrams right after the network adapter, so 

communication might still be cut off by the firewall of the server's operating system. 

 

 

DATABASE CONNECTION 

During startup TransportControl tries to connect with an external database. Therefore, connection details must be 

deposited as JNDI entry in the appropriate configuration file of the container. In case of using Apache Tomcat this 

configuration file would be conf/context.xml and the entry could look like this: 

 

Example of JNDI entry to connect a MySQL database to TransportControl 

 

 

Most SQL databases will work with TransportControl. To verify your setup please clarify on project level. There is no need 

to prepare database tables because TransportControl creates them automatically. For each of the 10 resource types one 

table is used. Each table contains only two columns, the first one is for the ID of resource, the second one holds a JSON 
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string representation of the whole resource. On startup of TransportControl one connection per table is created and kept 

open at runtime (set the value of the maxTotal attribute inside the JNDI entry accordingly). TransportControl reads all 

resources from the database on startup and keeps them in memory. During runtime there is no read access anymore, but 

changes to the resources are continuously written to the database. 

 

ATTENTION: If the external database connection fails, TransportControl automatically connects to an embedded H2 

database as fallback solution. It uses (or creates if not present) a single-file-datasource with the path [TC_BASE]/WEB-

INF/config.mv.db. 

 

LDAP CONNECTION 

Users in TransportControl can be externally authenticated (not authorized!) via LDAP. Since user requests are strictly 

stateless each request must be authenticated for itself. Therefore, user credentials will be sent unencrypted to an 

authentication service that can be connected to TransportControl with the help of a JNDI entry like this: 

 

Example of JNDI entry to connect a LDAP authentication to TransportControl 

 

 

Deployment 
TransportControl will be provided as a zipped folder whose size is less than 20 MB. If the hosting environment demands a 

war archive simply rename *.zip to *.war and deploy. If not unpack the archive and copy it into the deployment directory 

off the hosting container. TransportControl uses annotations to describe its servlet so do not look out for a web.xml file. 

 

Startup 

After deployment start or restart your servlet container or application server if needed. TransportControl logs events 

separately from the logging system of the container. Those logfiles are located in [TC_BASE]/logfiles. Up to 1000 files will be 

created - each with a maximum of 1 MB - before the oldest will be overwritten. Look into the latest logfile (named 

server_0.log) to verify a clean startup. If TransportControl logfiles folder is empty, refer to the logfiles of the container 

because it might have caught a more serious problem. 

 

A successful startup of TransportControl is also indicated by displaying the login or licensing screen after calling the browser 

UI with one of the following URLs: 

 

Main UI 
Scheme [PROTOCOL]://[SERVER_ADDRESS]/[TC_BASE]/ 

Example https://127.0.0.1:8080/transportcontrol 

Custom UI 
Scheme [PROTOCOL]://[SERVER_ADDRESS]/[TC_BASE]/?script=[ID] 

Example https://127.0.0.1:8080/transportcontrol/?script=observerUI 

Main UI with 

auto login 

Scheme [PROTOCOL]://[SERVER_ADDRESS]/[TC_BASE]?username=[USERNAME]&password=[PASS

WORD] 

Example https://127.0.0.1:8080/transportcontrol/?username=observer&password=project2020 
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Custom UI 

with auto login 

Scheme [PROTOCOL]://[SERVER_ADDRESS]/[TC_BASE]?script=[ID]&username=[USERNAME]&pass

word=[PASSWORD] 

Example https://127.0.0.1:8080/transportcontrol/?script=observerUI&username=observer&passw

ord=project2020 

 

ATTENTION: While TransportControl allows Unicode characters in passwords, only ASCII characters may be used inside 

URLs. Please choose passwords accordingly if you want to use the auto login feature. 

 

Licensing 
It is not possible to log in and work with TransportControl without a valid license. Licenses are deposited on remote license 

server. To retrieve a license, it is necessary that TransportControl was started on the customer system beforehand. So, if 

you are greeted with the licensing screen after calling TransportControl’s browser UI, please follow the displayed 

instructions. You should have an email stating the ID of the registered license owner to use in order to request your license. 

 

ATTENTION: TransportControl ensures that a user for the registered owner of the license is always present and has full 

access to all resource types. This user can't be deleted or limited in any way. 

 

Maintenance 
TransportControl is designed as maintenance free application. No mandatory actions need to be planned. Depending on 

the use case and project, a regular backup of logfiles and the database would be optional actions. TransportControl’s 

hosting environment is likely to be serviced regularly. Although TransportControl can be shut down and restarted via 

container for these purposes without loss of data, make sure to consult the AGV service team in advance so that they have 

the chance to ensure safe conditions on AGV side too. 

 

ATTENTION: In case of using the embedded H2 database please note that the H2 driver locks the database during runtime 

of TransportControl. On Linux systems it might even look like you have successfully copied the database, but your copy will 

be hollow. So, to create backups of the database, TransportControl must be stopped by shutting down the hosting 

container. 

 

Update 
Since most of our customers use offline production servers, there is no remote update procedure for TransportControl. 

New versions of TransportControl will be provided just like the package for the first installation, so an update is basically a 

redeployment. If you use the embedded H2 database, please take it over to the new version manually. You might also want 

to save TransportControl’s logfiles before deleting the previous version. 

 

ATTENTION: Please beware if you want to rename and keep the last version of TransportControl inside the deployment 

directory of your servlet container. If multiple instances of TransportControl tries to startup, only the random first 

instance will be able to bind the UDP ports if their numbers collide. You can change UDP ports any time after startup via 

browser UI. 
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Example: Installation with Amazon Coretto and Apache Tomcat 
Follow these steps to create a basic hosting environment for TransportControl: 

1. Download and install Amazon Corretto 8. 

2. Download and install Apache Tomcat 9. 

For Windows, the 32-bit/64-bit Windows Service Installer offers hassle-free installation. 

3. Deploy TransportControl. 

a. Unzip the provided TransportControl archive. 

b. Copy the unzipped folder into the webapps folder of Tomcat. 

c. Rename the folder to "transportcontrol" and check the resulting path: 

[TOMCAT_BASE]/webapps/transportcontrol/WEB_INF/... 

4. Start TransportControl by starting Tomcat. 

a. Either execute [TOMCAT_BASE]/bin/tomcat9.exe 

b. Or start the service manager at [TOMCAT_BASE]/bin/tomcat9w.exe 

If the service is already running, stop and start it again. 

5. Open a browser and call http://localhost:8080/transportcontrol 

6. Follow the instructions displayed after loading to request and apply your license. 

  

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/corretto/latest/corretto-8-ug/downloads-list.html
https://tomcat.apache.org/download-90.cgi
http://localhost:8080/transportcontrol
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Data Flow 
The following chart is not project specific but contains typical elements of a system running TransportControl 

 

: 

 

 

 

 

 

 


